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Teaching tips: Opposites

- Chinese family member words are the day-to-day phrases that can be introduced at home and in the classroom.
- Kids love to try the "new" names for each family members.
- Make sure you start sharing and saying the new names first!

1. Who’s This
   - The focus of Step 1 is to present the new words and expressions.
   - Visually present the family members with family pictures or picture cards to the children.
   - Ask Who’s this and you will see if your children catch the family members words with the pictures.
   - There are 6 basic pairs of opposite words and you can use the lesson play cards to generate curiosity!

2. Hide and Seek
   - The focus of Step 2 is to make the repetition communicative and playful.
   - Hide family photos and start hunting. Who’s in the picture?

3. Party Time
   - Set up a Party with Games! Use the play cards and word cards.
   - Acting it out and play Guess Who!
   - Make a phone call and see who’s on the phone?
   - Family Member Word Search Party with dot markers!
Family Members
Traditional Chinese with pinyin support

家人
Jiā rén

爸爸
bà ba
dad

妈妈
mā mā
mom

哥哥
gē gē
older brother

姊姊
jiě jie
older sister

我
wǒ
I, me

弟弟
dì di
younger brother

妹妹
mèi mei
younger sister
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我是 ___________。

I am (insert name or a family member title).

這是谁?

Who is this?

這是爸爸。

This is Dad.

這是媽媽。

This is Mom.

是。

Yes. (ex. Yes, he is Dad.)

不是。

No. (ex. No, she is not Mom.)
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1. Print one set of picture cards on stock paper.  
2. Cut out the cards.  
3. Scramble the cards.  
4. Play MATCH with the Play Cards – Character cards.

**Chinese Characters**

- 弟弟 (dì dì) - di di
- 哥哥 (gē gē) - ge ge
- 爸爸 (bā bā) - ba ba
- 妹妹 (mèi mèi) - mei mei
- 姐姐 (jiě jiě) - jie jie
- 媽媽 (mā mā) - ma ma
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1. Print one set of picture cards on stock paper. 2. Cut out the cards. 3. Scramble the cards. 4. Play MATCH with the Play Cards – Character cards.
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1. Draw your own opposite cards! What do you see around you that is opposite?

2. Cut out the cards and play with the other opposite cards!
1. Print one set of picture cards on stock paper. 2. Cut out the cards. 3. Scramble the cards. 4. Play MATCH with the Play Cards – Character cards.
1. Color the big 爸爸. 2. Search for 爸爸 in the circles 3. Use dot marker or color in all the circles with 爸爸
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1. Color the big 媽媽
2. Search for 媽媽 in the circles
3. Use dot marker or color in all the circles with 媽媽

mā mā
1. Color the big 哥哥 2. Search for 哥哥 in the circles 3. Use dot marker or color in all the circles with 哥哥
1. Color the big 姐妹 2. Search for 姐妹 in the circles 3. Use dot marker or color in all the circles with 姐妹

jiě jie
1. Color the big 妹妹 2. Search for 妹妹 in the circles 3. Use dot marker or color in all the circles with 妹妹
1. Color the big 弟弟  
2. Search for 弟弟 in the circles  
3. Use dot marker or color in all the circles with 弟弟